The Tallest Tree In The Forest (2015) -
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Director - Moisés Kaufman
Playwright - Daniel Beaty
Incidental Music and Arrangements - Kenny J. Seymour
Musical Director - Shelton Becton
Scenic Design - Derek McLane
Lighting Design - David Lander
Sound Design - Lindsay Jones
Costume Design - Clint Ramos
Stage Manager - Zach Kennedy

Cast:
Daniel Beaty

El Gato Con Botas (2014) -
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Director - Moisés Kaufman
Composer - Xavier Montsalvatge
Conductor - Neal Goren
Puppet Director - Mark Down
Puppet Design - Nick Barnes
Libretto - Néstor Luján
Scenic Design - Andromache Chalfant
Lighting Design - David Lander
Costume Design - Clint Ramon
Choreographer - Séan Curran
Production Manager - Michael Givey
Stage Manager - Melissa Futch
Puppets by Blind Summit Theatre

Cast:
Kevin Burdette
Andrea Carroll
Ginger Costa-Jackson
Karin Mushegain
Kyle Pfortmiller
Craig Verm

*Carmen: An Afro Cuban Jazz Musical* (2016) -
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Director - Moisés Kaufman  
Composer - Arturo O’Farrill  
Choreographer - Sergio Trujillo  
Music Director - Christopher Youstra  
Scenic Design - Narelle Sissons  
Lighting Design - David Lander  
Costume Design - Clint Ramos  
Sound Design - Robert Kaplowitz

*Based on the opera by Georges Bizet.*  
*Book by Moisés Kaufman and Eduardo Machado.*

*Cast:*
George Akram, Sumayya Ali, Michelle Alves, Skizzo Arnedillo, Moses Bernal, Ronald Bruce, Tiffany Byrd, Briana Carlson-Goodman, Karla Choko, Nick Duckart, Nurney, Alejandra Matos, Calvin McCullough, Jose Ozuna, and Kara-Tameika Watkins

*The Laramie Project* (2001) -  
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Playwright & Director - Moisés Kaufman  
Head Writer - Leigh Fondakowski  
Associate Writers - Stephen Belber, Greg Pierotti, and Steven Wangh  
Dramaturgs - Amanda Gronich, Sarah Lambert, John McAdams, Maude Mitchell, Andy Paris, Barbara Pitts, and Kelli Simpkins  
Scenic Design - Robert Brill  
Lighting Design - Betsy Adams  
Costume Design - Moe Schell  
Composer - Peter Golub  
Projection Design - Martha Swetzoff
Sound Design - Craig Breitenbach
Stage Manager - Charles Means

Cast:
Stephen Belber
Amanda Gronich
Mercedes Herrero
John McAdams
Andy Paris
Greg Pierotti
Barbara Pitts
Kelli Simpkins